Our work in this area includes:

- **anytime, anywhere.** We saved the sector and students to connect and collaborate.
- **Communities of academics, researchers and students** that are second to none.
- **Support learning & teaching resources**. You’ll have the very latest data analytics and content from leading international publishers and providers at your fingertips. Our expert collective purchasing saved you £15m over the last year.
- **Enable more effective working across time and distance through digital technology**.
- **Provide expert collective purchasing**.
- **Support your institution, informed by solutions on digital technologies to advance academic, enterprise and institutional leadership agenda**.
- **Enable more effective working across time and distance through digital technology**.
- **Search for promising ideas and effective ways to translate new digitally enabled paradigms from other sectors, countries and contexts – from big global organisations to smaller SMEs – to keep UK further and higher education ahead**.
- **Equip a more ambitious leadership agenda and capability – institutionally and sector-wide – in the successful use of technology to advance academic, enterprise, and sector opportunities and outcomes**.
- **Ensure excellent digital security of all HE, Research, FE and Skills infrastructure and services, and facilitate access rights and appropriate personal identity validation and management**.
- **Ensure that digital standards and policies at UK, European or international level are set in ways that promote and foster the efficient and advantageous use of technology and information in research and education in the UK**.
How we engage with you...

With dedicated local staff and access to a team of subject specialists, you can access and make best use of Jisc’s products and services tailored for colleges, universities and skills providers in your region as well as the ability to attend national/regional conferences.

One purpose: to support you
» Trusted advice for your benefit
» Scales to meet your needs
» Works in partnership with you, efficiently
» Saves you more than £200m a year

Only Jisc owned by the sector, for the sector